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EXEMPLO 3

RECONHECIMENTO DE CARACTERES MANUSCRITOS

REDE NEURAL CNN
CONVOLUTION NEURAL 

NETWORK



The simplest example I know

from keras.datasets import mnist

from keras.layers import Dense, Flatten, Conv2D, MaxPooling2D

from keras.models import Sequential

model = Sequential()

model.add(Conv2D(32, kernel_size=(5, 5), strides=(1, 1),

activation='relu',

input_shape=input_shape))

model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2, 2), strides=(2, 2)))

model.add(Conv2D(64, (5, 5), activation='relu'))

model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2, 2)))

model.add(Flatten())

model.add(Dense(1000, activation='relu'))

model.add(Dense(num_classes, activation='softmax'))



batch_size = 128

num_classes = 10

epochs = 10

# input image dimensions

img_x, img_y = 28, 28

# load the MNIST data set, which already splits into train and test sets 

for us

(x_train, y_train), (x_test, y_test) = mnist.load_data()

model.fit(x_train, y_train,

batch_size=batch_size,

epochs=epochs,

verbose=1,

validation_data=(x_test, y_test),

callbacks=[history])

score = model.evaluate(x_test, y_test, verbose=0)

The simplest example I know







Example of MaxPool with 2x2 and a stride of 2

Convolutional layer



Convolutional Neural Networks

What makes CNNs so special?

• Based on mammal visual cortex
• Extract surrounding-depending high-order features.
• Specially useful for: 

• Images 
• Time-dependent parameters 

Speech recognition 
Signal analysis



Activation Functions

Adapted from

https://towardsdatascience.com/

activation-functions-neural-networks-1cbd9f8d91d6

Do not take advantage of Neural Nets for non linearities 

estimation. Useful in regression problems since is unbounded.

Hard to train, derivative vanishes.

Easily differentiable. In the last layers can be associated with 

probability.

Similar results as in sigmoid activations in intermediate layers. 

However, is numerically faster.

Tentative to avoid the vanishing of the ReLu derivative.

https://towardsdatascience.com/


Why Sigmoid for classification?
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Why Sigmoid for classification?



Some Loss intuition...

Consider the binary classification of red and greens. The True class probability of a 
set of z points is: 

Example adapted from : https://towardsdatascience.com/understanding-binary-cross-

entropy-log-loss-a-visual-explanation-a3ac6025181a



If the predicted probability of the true class gets closer to zero, the -
log( p(x))  increases exponentially.

Some Loss intuition...



So... Cross entropy Loss

Consider two classes: 1 and 0s. The predicted probability is given by



How to Choose?

The Mean Squared Error loss is the default loss to use for regression problems.

It represents loss function under the inference framework of maximum 
likelihood.

This assumes the distribution of the target variable is Gaussian. 

Change it Carefully.
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Root Mean Squared Log Error

Regression problems in which the target value has a 

spread of values 

When predicting a large value, you may not want to 

punish a model as heavily as mean squared error, that is 

your values are small.



Root Absolute Squared Error

The Mean Absolute Error loss is an appropriate loss 

function in this case as it is more robust to outliers. 

In case outliers matters! 

MAE=



What Metrics is for ?

Common Classification Metrics

Binary Accuracy: binary_accuracy, acc

Categorical Accuracy: categorical_accuracy,

Common Regression Metrics

Mean Squared Error: mean_squared_error, MSE or mse
Mean Absolute Error: mean_absolute_error, MAE, mae
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Source: https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/classification/true-false-positive-negative

Model Evaluation



Results Metrics

Sensitivity, TPR, Recall, Completeness

FPR, False Alarm Rate

False Alarm rate=



How good are the results?
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Completeness

Purity



The F- Score



K-Fold Cross Validation

Shuffle the dataset randomly.

Split the dataset into k sets

For each k set:

Take the group as a hold out or test data set

Take the remaining groups as a training data set

Fit a model on the training set and evaluate it on

the test set

Save the evaluation scores in the test set 

Summarize the results by defining average (or

median) and std on each threshold.
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Confusion Matrix
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